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Recently many resonances with spin 3/2 have been observed. If we regard them 

as elementary particles and want to calculate an ら matrixelement in which these 

particles participate in intermediate states， we must have a knowledge of the pro聞

pagator of spin 3/2 particIe in advance. According to Takahashi and Umezawa1)， 

the propagator can not be determined in turn without the knowledge of the Lagrang剛

ian of the particle. 

The Lagrangian of spin 3/2 particle was obtained by Rarita and Schwinger2) in 

so岨 calledRarita-Schwinger fonnalism and the propagator by Takahashi and Umeza-

wa1) 2). Here we should 1ike to point out that the Lagrangian obtained by Rarita-

Schwinger3) and the propagator derived by TakahashトUmezawa1) are only special 

cases of the rnost gen日ralLagrangian and propagator which contain an indeterminate 

constant. 

The Lagrangian density we obtained Is of the form， 

£ニ Eアμ(x)A"ν(o)ψν (x)， Aμν (o) =一((首+-m)δμν+-a (r，ノん +rνOμ)
( 1 

[-r Jl 1 i (3a2 + 2a←[-1)活ぺ3a2+ 3a 十 1)m t rv J， ( 1 ) j 

where rr山 I附

From the Lagra創n沼gi泊an(l)w邑 getthe eq. of motion， 

(首 +m)ψμ+a (T!lY -卜opx) 
( 1 

+ 7叩 (3計十 2a十1)首 (3a2 + 3a + 1) m} x = 0， ( 2 ) 

where x=rαψαand y=oαψα. Applying θμand rμto eq. (2)， we have 

{C1 + 刷 +m}y十世(3a叫 (a十1)口 ( 

and 

{(3a十 1)活 3(2a十 1)m} x十 2y= 0 ( 4 ) 

respectively， wh邑rethe use has been made of a =/= --~ ， in deriving eq. (4) 
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Eliminating y from eqs. (3) and (4)， we can readily show that 

x=o ( 5 ) 

and 

y=o ( 6 ) 

from 問。 (4). Substituting these results， we obtain from eq. (2)， 

ゆ+m)ψμ ニ 0， ( 7 ) 

Thus the Lagrangian density ( 1 ) Is compatible with eq. of motion (6)呂nd(7 )， 

Takahashi and Um巴zawa1) hav日 shownthat the propagator of the p乱rtic1ecan 

be wri tten as 

S!1νω=-tidμν 附J!'(x)， 

where dμバθ)should satisfy the relation 

AAμ (o) ν(θ) = (口 m2)oAνa 

( 8 ) 

( 9 ) 

With the r色lation(9) and the Lagrangian density ( 1 )， we can determine d!，ν(a) 

as follows， 

dpν(a) =一(色 -m)(bf士川ν+3ムMν ー rvo/J) 

i a ト~， ( 
一一~âμ ん|一一一一一一一一一(口 - m2) 1 (3a十 1)(r /l av +η む3m2 v p. V V  j 6 (2a _ト1)2m2 '-'--' "" J l 

サ山川十加 l){rpaν-rνい(話 -m)川 ν}J. (10) 

The Rarita~Schwinger's case corresponds to the -choice of a = -1/3. The physical 

meaning of the indeterminate constant is not c1ear yet. Since the term which contains 

the indeterminate constant i8 proportional to the factor (口 m2)，the commutation 

relation {ψμ(x)， 1Jfν(x')} doe8 not depend on the constant a. 

Also the Lagrangian of spin 2 particle can contain an indet色rminateconstant. 

If we postulate， however， that thεpropagator should not contain any pole other than 

that corresponding to the original mass， the indet日rminacydisappears in this case and 

the resulting Lagr・angi呂nb巴comesid巴nticalwith that obtain巴dby Wentze14)。

The authors are very grateful to the m巳mbersof Kanazawa University for their 

Und interest and helpful discussions. 
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